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It you have a news lip or have an idea lor a
story, call us between noon and 7 p.m.
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"An independent student voice serving Bowling Green since 1920'

Price sentenced to rehab Jury
□ Dan Price receives
his sentence for aggravated vehicular homicide.
By SARAH BEDNARSKI
The BG News
MARYSVILLE - A University
student was sentenced Tuesday
for aggravated vehicular homicide, resulting from a September
1997 car accident in which Bowling Green resident Ryan Bernthisel was lulled.
Dan Price, a junior physical
education major and member of
the Falcon hockey team was given a five-year sentence, however
the jail time was suspended in
favor of serving 45 days in the
Union County Rehabilitation
Station, beginning within seven
days after the end of the spring
term at the University.
Richard Parrot, Union County
judge, told Price he had a few options in his sentence.
One option is to pay either a
$5,000 fine or set up a University
scholarship fund in Bernthisel's
name for at least $2,500. He also
needs to complete 500 hours of
community service.
Price's driver's license was
suspended for at least two years,
but he may have limited occupational driving after six months.
Parrot said Price is not allowed to
consume or buy alcohol for at
least two years.
"Mr. Price, you are not to consume any alcohol nor visit any
establishment of a such," Parrot
said. "If you do not comply with
these rules you will serve the full
five years."
Parrot said while Price is in the
rehabilitation center, he may apply for work around the area, but
will not be allowed to commute to
Bowling Green.

"We'll never see his
smile again or hear
his voice. His life
could have been
spared if it wasn't for
the speed."

Charles Bernthisel
on the death of his son Ryan
Before the sentence was announced, Charles Bernthisel,
Ryan's father, spoke to the court
about his son. A dozen members
of the Bernthisel family attended
the sentencing.
"We'll never see his smile
again or hear his voice," he said.
"His life could have been spared
if it wasn't for the speed."
Mr. Bernthisel said his son will
never be forgotten and "to know
him was to love him." He said he
knows Price is remorseful for
what happened and hopes someday Price can visit the accident
site and see the results of reckless driving.
Mr. Bernthisel read a letter by
a friend of his son's which said
Ryan had "love and compassion
for others" and he learned in order to teach others.
Mr. Bernthisel paused several
times while reading the letter,
sobbing quietly.
Price, while addressing the
court, said he was sorry for what
he did and thought about the ac-

cident daily.
"I know what happened and
there's nothing I can say to bring
him back," he said. "I am truly
sorry. I am very sorry."
Price, wearing a maroon sport
coat and tie, paused several
times during his address to compose himself.
Larry Schneider, Union County
prosecutor, said the sentence
was fair and hopes it will help
Price rehabilitate.
"It's a good balance among the
needs of society, the needs of the
victim and the needs to rehabilitate the defendent," he said.
Peter Halleck, Price's attorney, said his client made a "terrible mistake." He said the
Bemthisels endured what every
parent fears - the death of a
child.
"I have five children and I can
only imagine what (the Bemthisels) are going through," Halleck said. "The judge here was an
excellent, caring judge who
looked at the total circumstances
and did what was right."
Jake Fynes, Bernthisels' counsel, said the family is "glad it's
behind them." He said the family
wishes Price the best.
"They miss their son dearly
and hope something good will
come out of this where these
types of tragedies won't happen
in the future," Fynes said. "One
thing that's very diffcult for
them is they read about Mr. Price
in the paper being a sports hero
and an athlete. They have to deal
with the fact that his name appears in the paper on a regular
basis, whereas if he wasn't an
athlete, that wouldn't be the
case."
As a result of the accident,
Price served a 45-day suspension
from the University hockey
team. Price returned Feb. 6 and

convicts
cadet
□ Former Naval Academy midshipman Diane
Zamora received a life
sentence for killing a
romantic rival.
The Associated Press

FORT WORTH, Texas - A jury
convicted former Naval Academy midshipman Diane Zamora
on Tuesday of killing a 16-yearold romantic rival, rejecting her
defense that an abusive boyfriend manipulated her into a
confession.
The jury deliberated for six
hours Monday, then needed only
minutes Tuesday morning to
convict Ms. Zamora, 20, of the
Dec. 4, 1995, slaying of Adrianne
Jones. Jurors rejected lesser
charges of kidnapping, assault
and false imprisonment.
Showing no emotion as the
verdict was read, Ms. Zamora automatically received a life sentence because prosecutors were
not seeking the death penalty.
She will be eligible for parole
after 40 years.
During the two-week trial, Ms.
Zamora tearfully told the jury
that she confessed to helping her
boyfriend kill his one-time lover
under duress. She said she had
merely memorized and repeated
the same statement given by
then-fiance David Graham, a
former Air Force Academy
cadet.
The couple were high school
seniors at the time of the killing.
Both graduated with honors and
• See PRICE, page five. earned prestigious spots in mili-
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Diane Zamora stands with attorney Jennifer Morris as the judge reads
a guilty verdict in the capital murder of Adrianne Jones.
tary academies the next year, she
at the Naval Academy, he at the
Air Force Academy. They were
arrested in September 1996 after
Ms. Zamora's academy roommates reported she had admitted
to a killing.
Miss Jones' relatives addressed the court after the verdict. Many in the courtroom dabbed their eyes as they spoke, but
Ms. Zamora remained stonefaced.
"We all loved and enjoyed
Adrianne very much," said the
girl's father. Bill Jones, speaking
slowly while fighting his emotions. "We all looked forward to a
life with her. ... We will never
know what heights she would
have (risen) to because of this
animal act. And we shall have to
wonder the rest of our lives."

Ms. Zamora's family appeared
solemn as state Judge Joe Drago
read the verdict. When he read
the sentence, one of her relatives
gasped "Oh, God!" and several
others cried, clutching each
other. One relative collapsed in
the crowded courtroom while the
group prayed in a circle with
their pastor.
Lead prosecutor Mike Parrish
said he was stunned by Ms. Zamora's lack of emotion.
"As she once said about
Adrianne, 'She deserved it. She
deserved what she got,'" Parrish
said.
Ms. Zamora admitted to the
slaying shortly after being arrested in September 1996. Graham also was taken into custody
• See CADET, page five.

Lawmakers hope
for voters9 approved

Snip!

□ The Senate and the
House pass a bill intended to raise state
sales tax by one cent to
every dollar in order to
help fund education.
The Associated Press

BG Nrwi PtioU by JIHD Bower*

Mindy Beverly, freshman special education major, gets her hair cut I paling in the Cut A Thon in the Cow Room of McDonald West
by James Carie from the Carousel Hair Studio. Beverly was partici- I Tuesday.

COLUMBUS - After nearly a
year of deal-making and partisan
bickering, lawmakers on Tuesday approved what they hope is
the final piece of a court-ordered
school-funding proposal.
Two Senate Democrats joined
majority Republicans in the
23-10 vote on legislation asking
voters to approve a penny increase in the state sales tax. The
bill now goes to Republican Gov.
George Voinovich, who was expected to sign it before Thursday's deadline to place the issue
on the May 5 primary ballot.
"The vote will allow Ohioans to
enter the debate on how best to
fund public education," said Sen.
Roy Ray, R-Akron.
If voters approve the sales tax
plan, the more than $1.1 billion
raised annually would be split between education and property
tax cuts.
The Ohio Supreme Court has
given the state until March 24 to
come up with a more equitable
funding plan for schools. The
court ruled last year that Ohio's
current funding system is unconstitutional because of unequal

funding among districts and too
much reliance on property taxes.
The seven justices retain the
final word on whether the legislative plan complies with its order.
The Senate vote came after
Republicans rejected a series of
amendments offered by Democrats, who complained that the
proposed penny-per-dollar salestax increase - to 6 percent would hit the poor the hardest.
"People do have a right to
vote," said Senate Minority
Leader Ben Espy, D-Columbus.
"But I want them to vote on a
plan that's fair."
Espy acknowledged beforehand that amendments offered
by Democrats likely would be rejected by Republicans, who hold
21 of the Senate's 33 seats. He
said they were offered anyway to
illustrate what could have been
done.
Among the amendments offered: proposals to bar the new
money from being spent on private schools or vouchers and to
extend the tax break to renters.
Democrats also wanted businesses to share in the cost of the
plan.
In addition, critics from both
parties noted that the bill does
not say how the property tax
money will be divided up - something Ray promised would be
done after voters approve the tax
increase.
On Feb. 4, Republican conser• See TAX, page five.
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For example, when 1 think about
how I have related to minorities, and
specifically blacks, in my life I know
that there was an automatic stereotype
that came to mind although 1 am not a
racist person. It simply was automatic,
produced by television, the behavior
of others that I saw growing up and
general cultural stereotypes.
I think I have been able to overcome this initial stereotype. High
school was the first time I had much
contact with blacks. My private high
school was very integrated and the
percentages my freshman year were
probably very close to how the nation
really looks.
I had never uttered a racial slur or
thought negatively about someone
because of their race when I got to
high school, but I was somewhat leery
of these people I didn't really have
any real experience with.
Many people who, like me, did
not consider themselves racists felt the
same way. Coming from a very white

When I first came to BG I was so sure of what I wanted to do,
but as I took the classes I chose, I was not happy in my major. I
then talked to my advisor and he told me it was so much work to
switch that I should try a couple more classes. Well, that just made
me more upset. It is such a confusing time, and 1 think that advisors should be more understanding and better trained in helping
students deal with these major decisions emotionally. They seem to
be so into the system, trying to get through their day, rather than
focusing on the student's individual needs.
f think they are well-trained in what to take, but need more
work with personal relations. I am not very good in science, and
instead of helping me around those courses, they loaded my schedule with them!
Luckily for me, 1 met Diane Regan in the College of Arts and
Sciences. She helped me figure out what I wanted to do and how to
go about doing it. She alsoturned me on to some great advisors in
the pop culture house. So my experience has gotten better for me
"■C now that I am a junior. Now I have some great advisors. It was
I just freshman year that they were of no use!

half way through it and 1 realize there
are no black olives anyway, just pepperoni. I tell my friend this and he
starts spitting on the ground. He is
livid. He vomits up the pizza and has
to take a shower. He calls the company back and tells them the situation:
that for religious reasons he can't eat
pork. They are very uncooperative
and finally bring a new pizza two
hours later.
That same year there was a major
drug dealer in the dorm who was
actually on trial for selling a pound of
marijuana. He talked about hanging
out with people who carry guns, and
he was white, just as white as 1 am.
One of my best friends in college
was a black student who lived down
the hall from me. We had several
things in common: We were both
Brandons, had baggy jean-shorts, and
green Pumas. Appearance-wise we
looked exactly the same. Appearances
had been what seemed to separate me
from minorities before. We had different tastes in music (He was into both
Wu-Tang Clan and Slayer, what a
combo) and movies but we looked the
same. Well, partly the same.
I believe that, as the majority,
whites are culturally conditioned to
have certain racial stereotypes that
automatically come to mind when we
interact with minorities. Most of us
throw out those stereotypes after we
actually think about them.
Brandon Wray is the Wednesday
columnist. He thanks B.J., Craig, Tasha,
and Saadfor their inspiration for this column. Contact him at wbneil@bgnet.
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As a white suburban-bred male, I
would seem to be the last person who
has any authority to write a column
inspired by Black History Month.
I was going to stay away from the
topic to avoid jumping on the diversity bandwagon but, I realized that my
background is precisely why I should
write about the topic. My race and
gender make me public enemy number one to many minorities.
I have had many black friends
through high school and college, and I
don't consider myself a racist person
at all. 1 have to recognize, though, that
I have racial prejudices I cannot help. 1
don't know how they got there but I
know that I have always had them.
Many blacks believe that whites
are inherently racist. I initially wanted
to dismiss that as almost reverse discriminabon. Thinking more about the
idea though I have to agree that most
whites are inherently racist to an
extent because we are trained by our
culture to be so.
Most people are not racist in the
overt sense. They do not hold racist
beliefs or actively discriminate, but to
a degree they have been conditioned
to have certain prejudices by
American society. If they are not racist
people, they overcome the prejudices
when they think consciously.

world, I had never really had a
chance to test my beliefs.
Initially I was afraid of something
I didn't know. I was on the football
team and it seemed like the black students were always faster, taller and
better. The blacks in our classes
seemed to not know what was going
on. People commented that many
were there on scholarship.
I neglected to realize that the tallest
person on the football team was
white. The shortest was black. The
fastest was black. The best player was
white. One of the alleged scholarship
students was the son of a local judge
and would later become a good friend
of mine. One of the people who didn't
know what was going on went on to
rank sixth in our class and also
become a good friend.
I had failed and then succeeded in
testing my non-racist beliefs. When I
got to college I had an even more
mature outlook on race mat existed in
practice rather just ideology.
In college I actually lived in close
quarters with people who came from
very different racial backgrounds. In
addition to blacks, an Arab lived
down the hall from me. Again there
was initial leeriness that 1 got over. I
became good friends with many.
With the Arab student, I got to
experience economic racism first
hand. We ordered pizza one night,
and it had to have black olives on it
because he could eat few of the other
toppings. I usually ordered bacon, but
that would be absolute sacrilege for
him. We order and it arrives. We are
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Anna Connors
Junior
Popular Culture

Letters to the Editor policy
The BG News encourages readers' input to discuss topics of Interest in
the BCSU community. If you would like to have something printed In The
BG News, we offer you two formats.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words (less than
two typed, double-spaced pages).
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 800-900 words) can be submitted as Guest Columns. Guest columns will be subiect to space limitation!
and considered based on topic relevance and quality.
Please indude vow address, major, academic class and phone number
(phone numbers are for verification only and will not be published). If
you are not a BGSU student, please provide your position and affiliation
with the University or community.
Letters must be typed, not handwritten. Letters brought In on a
Macintosh-compatible disk are preferred. Bring the letter to Room 210
West Hall, or e-mail us at bgnews»bgnet.bgsu.edu. Be prepared to show
valid Identification upon receipt of letter. Anonymous letters wul be
printed If valid identification is given and the editorial board deems
anonymity Is in the proper interests of the writer.
Space limitations may prevent The News from printing all letters
received. Tbe News reserves the right to edit any and all letters. Tbe
Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted for publication.
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Copyright © 1998, Tbe BG News, Bowling Green, Ohio. Reprinting
of any material from this publication without tbe permission of
The BG Newt Is strictly prohibited.
The BG News Is an Independent publication founded In 1920 and
is published dally during the academic year and weekly during the
summer semester.
Opinions expressed In columns and letters to tbe editor are not
necessarily those of the student body, faculty, University administration or Tbe BG News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the
Spring 1998 BG News staff.
Tbe BG News encourages Its readers to notify the paper of any
errors In stories or photograph descriptions.
Decisions made by tbe Editor in-Chief and the Editorial Board are
final
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Todays edition was designed and edited by
Beth Kerby. Copy Chief
She can be reached at (419) 372-6966

Separating sex and politics
Bill and his ladies. Whenever he
seems to have everything under
control, another horse-faced
nobody pops up and says Clinton
tried to do her. But should we even
care? I guess the real question is,
does the President's sexual history
have anything to do with his politics?
Ifs a hard question. On the one
hand, no man should be using his
power or influence to take advantage of women. But-I've got to say,
don't you think that maybe these
real lookers he's hooking up with
aren't getting a kick out of shacking
up with the leader of the free
world? Who is getting what from
"whom? Even if Clinton really did
do what Gennifer, Paula and
Monica say, they are still instantly
rich and (in)famous. The only story
of any real importance is the Paula
Jones scandal. If she is telling the
truth, he tried to coerce her into
sexual activity by intimidating her
and hinting that her job might be in
peril if she didn't obey. That makes
him a sexual aggressor who should

be punished. His other infidelities
do nothing to improve my opinion
of his character, but to be honest,
I'm more concerned with his leadership ability than his love life.
Let's face it, politicians just aren't
the most faithful people. Show me
one president who never had a
woman on the side and I will show
you one president who was gay.
They're saying now that Clinton
admitted to an affair with Flowers,
which means he blatantly lied during his campaign.
So what if he did? The scandal
was completely irrelevant to his

qualifications as a president, but he
would have sacrificed his campaign
if he had admitted to the affair.
What's he supposed to do? And
you've got to be a little suspicious
about who talked these women into
coming forward. It's obviously all
political, and if Americans are stupid enough to impeach the president because he lied about having
sex with women other than Hillary
(hmmm) then let them get stuck
with good old Al Gore in office.
The only people I'm concerned
about here are Hillary and Chelsea.
To add to the embarrassment that
their husband or father is not a particularly good president, they have
to deal with annoying reporters
asking about his nasty sex life.
Ewww.
Instead of picking on Clinton
because he's (however inappropriately) sowing his wild oats, why
don't we pin him on the real issues?
There are certainly plenty to choose
from. How about the oscillating
between liberalism and conservatism? Basing his political ideolo-

gy on how the polls read?
Reversing himself on policy issues
such as trade with China and
revamping the IRS? Taking a weak
stand on abortion? Shady campaign
funding? Whitewater?
It kind of makes you wonder if
this scandal isn't just a smokescreen
to divert our attention from something really serious.
With all of the political garbage
politicians are pulling, why don't
we stop worrying about sex and
start worrying about our country? I
know mudslinging and scandals
have been going on since our
nation's birth, but maybe if we stop
giving it notice, the media will stop
putting it in our faces. I'm tired of
reading about Clinton's latest affair
when it has nothing to do with his
executive ability.
If we are going to hang out his
dirty laundry, let's at least leave out
his boxers.
Jessica Weeks is a Columnist for the
Ohio Stale University Lantern. This
Column is courtesy of the College Press
Service.

If you would like to make suggestions, comments, or relate your
experiences on advising email us at bgnews@bgnet
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Today's Question: "Do you think
enough is being done by the
University for Black History
Month?"

Couple gets a $300 million tax bill

Steve Reynolds
Sophomore
Architectural
Conat. Mgmt.
"They advertise It
well."

VACAV1LLE. Calif. — Ken and Judy Reed planned to spend their
expected S175 tax refund on a weekend getaway. What they got Instead
was a bill from the Internal Revenue Service for $300 million.
"This Is the kind of thing you read about in Reader's Digest, but you
never think it will occur In your mailbox." said Ken Reed, who owns a
small antique and furniture store.
The startling letter arrived last week, matter-of-factly stating that the
$175 refund would be applied to the couple's 1992 balance of
$200.000,082.17. Reed said he earned less than $30,000 in 1992.

Stephanie Patterson
Senior
Child ft Family
Development
"1 haven't really
heard about anything."

Elephant runs loose in Mentor
MENTOR. Ohio — Attention all units: Be on the lookout for a two-ton
runaway circus performer. Police on foot and in sqaud cars chased Tonya,
an elephant that escaped from a circus at Mentor High School in northeast Ohio on Sunday, until she was caught a quarter of a mile away outside a discount store.
"I've been here for 17 years, and it's the first time we've had an elephant loose," said Sgt. Kevin Knight.
Tonya panicked while in a hallway Inside the school and ran off. She
knocked assistant trainer Nick Tolomeo to the ground before opening a
door with her trunk and fleeing the building. No one was injured.
"She was Just like a child lost in a mall, she panicked," said Bronson,
the trainer.
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Desktop skills for BGSU personnel (PC) (9 a.m. - Noon)
BGSU. Specifically designed to
familiarize the BGSU community
with the functionality provided
through their networked computers, this class will focus on file
management, word processing and
spreadsheets. Part of the Desktop
Technology Project. Free. For more
information, call Continuing
Education, International & Summer
Programs, 372-8181.
Humanities T-shirt sale (9
a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Education Building. Alpha Phi
Omega will be selling animal print
T-shirts for a fundraiser.
Rowing Club raffle (9 a.m. - 4
p.m.)
Union Foyer.
Candy sale fundraiser (10 a.m.
- 2 p.m.)

"Sure."

Man asks police to return heirloom 'water bong'
BELLEFONTE, Penn. — State police said a man stopped along
Interstate 80 asked them to return an heirloom they seized from his van.
There was one problem: The heirloom was a "water bong" used for smoking marijuana.
Timothy Martin. 24, of Poughkeepsie. N.Y., and Nicholas Polys, 24. of
Clintondale, N.Y.. were stopped early Saturday morning. Martin told
police the bong was an antique that had been handed down for 15 years
from one senior class to the next at a New York high school.
"His request to have the device returned to him was. of course, denied,"
the police report said.

Glenn Jones Ashe
Junior
T -com/Film
"No. I believe this
institution is obligated to recognize
African-American
history every month
of the year."

Low: 34
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Wednesday, 2/18/98

Andy Dilsaver
Junior
Sport Mgmt.

Education building. Sponsored
by Alpha Sigma Phi. The sale will
include regular and peanut M&M's.
Runts. Jaw breakers and candy
barsl
Candy sale (Noon - 6 pm)
Business Administration
Building. Candy is being sold for
$.50 as an American Marketing
Association fundraiser.
Study abroad career re-entry
session (3:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.)
Capital Room, Student Union.
Session for study abroad returnees
to identify skills and qualities
gained during their overseas experience. Tips on resume writing and
Job interviews will be discussed.
Co-sponsered with Career Services
Office. Call 372 0309/0479 with
questions.
Men's basketball at Marshall
(7 p.m.)
Huntington. W. Va.. The Falcons
complete the next-to-last week of
the regular season with the road

game at Marshall.
Women's basketball hosts
Marshall (7 p.m.)
Anderson Arena. The
Thundering Herd thunder Into
Anderson Arena for this Wednesday
night contest.
Faculty artist series: Faculty
composers' forum (8 p.m.)
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore
Musical Arts Center. Featuring the
music of Wallace De Pue and
Donald M. Wilson. Free.
Public skating (8 p.m. - 10
p.m.)
Ice Arena. For more Information, call 372-2264.
"G/L/B Comedy" (9 p.m.)
213 Olscamp. Come see the difference! ACS 230 & VISION invite
you to join us every Wednesday In
213 Olscamp to watch Interesting
films which deal with various
issues surrounding identity and
sexuality. Films range from main-

BGSU ICE ARENA
SENIOR HOCKEY
LEAGUE
SPRING 1998
Open to all players 18 years of age and above.
Each team will play 9-10 games. Games will consist of three
20-minute running time periods. Playoffs will be conducted
following the regular season.
Play will begin in early March and will continue through April.
The cost is $95.00 per player. You can enter a complete team, or you can
enter as an individual and we will place you on a team.
•*e
BGSU students, including intramural and fraternity players, are welcome.
• •• BGSU students and faculty can charge the $95.00 fee to your bursar account.
Applications can be picked up today at the Ice Arena.
Registration deadline is Feb. 20th
Please call 372-2764 or 372-2264 for additional information
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stream to avantgarde Independent
cinema. Good food and fun!
Recreational sports employment opportunities (TBA)
Rec Center. List of interviewees
posted. Sign up for an interview in
the PFH main office.

Thursday, 2/19/98
Humanities T-shirt sale (9
a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Education Building.

Broadcast on closed circuit on campus (channel 8) during the following times: Thursday at 7 p.m.;
Friday at noon and 3:30 p.m.;
Mon.. Feb. 23 at 9 a.m., noon, and
8 p.m.: and Tues.. Feb. 24 at 9
a.m.. noon, and 8 p.m.
Candy sale fundraiser (10 a.m.
-2 p.m.)
Education Building.

Rowing Club raffle (9 a.m. - 4
p.m.)
Union Foyer.
State of the University
Address (9:30 a.m.)
101 Olscamp Hall.
Join President Ribeau
as he shares his vision
for the future and ""
reflects on progress
BGSU has made.
Refreshments at
9 a.m.

—

"

ALL STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF
are invited to attend

President Sidney A. Ribeau's
"State Of The University Address"
Thursday February 19, 1998
9:30 a.m.
101 Olscamp Hall
Refreshments will be served at 9:00 a.m.

For Sale. For Rent
\

I
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WIRE WATCH
News
Digest
compiled from wire reports

■ MOVIES

John Goodman comes out with four new flicks
LOS ANGELES - Life after "Roseanne" doesn't mean John
Goodman's hard to find.
The big guy is all over the big screen with "Fallen," "Blues
Brothers 2000" and "The Borrowers." A fourth movie featuring
Goodman, "The Big Lebowski," will be released March 6.
Goodman plays Walter Sobchak, an argumentative Vietnam
veteran who is a friend and bowling teammate of Jeff Lebowski,
portrayed by Jeff Bridges.
"It's weird the way it turned out. Four things coming out at
once," Goodman said in Tuesday's Dally News of Los Angeles. "I
don't know If if s going to be good or bad, but they're all pretty
different.
Since "The Big Lebowski" wrapped up production last fall, the
45-year-old Goodman has been taking it easy.
"I've found out how lazy I can get," he said.
■ LEGALFEES

Courtney Love lost money in a suit she won
ORLANDO, Fla. - Courtney Love says she's $27,543 In the hole
after winning a case in which she was charged with slugging two
fans during a 1995 concert.
Love wants Orange County to reimburse her that amount for
legal fees, but the county is offering only $1,900.
"We're trying to be nice," prosecutor George Dorsett said in
Tuesday's Orlando Sentinel. "I have tried to err on the side of
giving her too much money."
Two counts of battery were thrown out after a Judge ruled that
two teens allegedly struck by the singer at a Hole show were not
exposed to any more violence than could have been expected at a
rock concert.
■ AUTOGRAPH

Vanessa Redgrave likes to chat with fans
LOS ANGELES - Don't think you can get away with just asking
Vanessa Redgrave for an autograph.
"I like to talk to them," she said of fans who stopped by St.
James's Park in London while she was filming "Mrs. Dalloway"
last summer.
"I like to ask them what they're doing, sign autographs If that's
what they want. Hopefully, they'd like a little chat more than a
signature," she said.
Ms. Redgrave stars as Clarissa Dalloway In the movie adaptation of Virginia Woolfs "Mrs. Dalloway," about a woman contemplating whether she should have married a politician. The
movie opens Friday in limited release.
■ RESCUE

Craig McCaw goes on a whale-saving mission
KIRKLAND, Wash. - Cell-phone billionaire Craig McCaw considers his watery encounter with Keiko the killer whale "the
high point of my entire life spiritually."
McCaw was struck by the plight of an ailing Keiko trapped in a
Mexico City theme park as the orca's movie, "Free Willy," became a hit. So McCaw helped get Keiko moved to an aquarium on
the Oregon Coast in January 1996, with the goal of releasing the
whale to the wild.
A wetsuit-clad McCaw met Keiko face to face last summer In
its Oregon tank.
"The high point of my entire life spiritually is spending time
with Keiko in the pool," he told The Oregonlan last week from his
of rice in this Seattle suburb.
"It's almost like dealing with an extraterrestrial, having a relationship with an intelligent being on a very personal level."

* Turkey Club Superman
With the purchase of
another Supermen

This coupon cannot be used with any other discount or
promotional offer. Only one coupon per item per visit.
'Tax additional where applicable 60IH

1027 N. Main ST.
Bowling Green

The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - First came the
Bosnia peace talks. Then came
the Akron race summit. Now,
Ohio will be the first stop on the
White House tour to judge the
sentiment of America on possible
war against Iraq.
So, why Ohio? Some say it may
be because Ohio - and the
Midwest in general ~ is everything Washington D.C. is not.
"It's a gut check here," Donna
Schlagheck, who specializes in
foreign policy, said Tuesday.
"You cant get a gut check in
Washington."
Ohio and the Midwest have the
sons and daughters who would be
called up, the businesses that
would have to keep open jobs for
the workers-tumed-soldiers and
the families who would be separated, said Schlagheck, an assistant professor of political science
at Wright State University in

Dayton.
On Wednesday, Secretary of
State Madeleine Albright, Defense Secretary William Cohen
and White House National Security Adviser Sandy Berger will
lead a meeting on what Americans would think of military
force against Iraq.
The State Department contacted Ohio State University last
week about having it be the site
of the forum. No one was available Tuesday to explain why the
city was chosen, the press office
said.
In November 1995, It was Dayton, In southwest Ohio, that was
home to foreign policy discussions. The leaders of Bosnia,
Serbia and Croatia negotiated for
three weeks before agreeing on a
peace pact
Last December, President
Clinton traveled to Akron for a
talk-show style forum to start a
series of town meetings on race

The Associated Press
PHILADELPHIA - A provocative presentation at a science
conference Tuesday questioned
the widely held belief that sunscreens lower the risk of deadly
melanoma skin cancer, but specialists still caution against going
into the sunshine without these
lotions.
Sunscreens prevent sunburns,
and since there is evidence that
frequent burns, especially at an
early age, trigger melanoma,
many experts assume that using
them should help ward off this
cancer.
However, melanoma cases
have risen dramatically over the
last 25 years even as sunscreen
use has become more common.
The lethal cancer now strikes
about 42,000 Americans a year,
killing 7,300.
Dr. Marianne Berwick, an epidemiologist at Memorial SloanKettering Cancer Center In New
York City, said her own study, as
well as a review of other
research, offers no convincing
evidence that using sunscreens
keeps people from getting me-

lanoma.
"It's not safe to rely on sunscreen," she said.
Ten studies have looked at the
question, she said at the American Association for the Advancement of Science meeting.
Three of them, including her
own, found no link between sunscreens and melanoma risk. Two
suggested that sunscreens seem
to prevent melanoma.
The five others found that melanoma risk actually Increased
among sunscreen users - probably because people who use them
most are already at highest risk
because of light complexions.
Several dermatologists
strongly disagreed with Berwick's report.
Until there Is clear proof that
sunscreens are ineffective, "It
would be irresponsible to discontinue all recommendations about
using sunscreens," said Dr. DarreH Rlgel of New York University.
Melanoma may take 20 years
or more to develop after excessive sun exposure. Some doctors
argue that It Is simply too soon to
prove that sunscreens are help-

LJ Apartment living
NOT
what you expected?

Call Newman Housing
.for details on hassle-free living!
354-2191

I

"I

Expires 3/11/98

BOWLING GREEN
112 MERCER & WOOSTER

CUSTOMER
TODAY
ONLY!

TMAMK-YOU

ALL
DAY \1
LONG! \

APPRECIATION DAY!
with Cheese

400 Napoleon Road 352-9135
!

with Pepperoni

•as $349

No auMMuuona Round pUzaa only limn 4 ptzraa. VaH at Ma Uaja Caaaara location only.
Cam/out only. No Danvanaa Sony, no ran ohaaka.

Mon. -Fri. 9-5 Sat. 10-2
!

relations. That industrial city in
"Ohio just brings it all together
northeast Ohio was selected In in one-hour flight time,"
part for Its Midwestern values Schlagheck said.
and the programs already under
way to promote racial harmony.
The national officials will
The people who run the coun- listen to what Wednesday's auditry realize they need to know ence has to say, because "politiwhat citizens are thinking, said cally, they can't start the war
R. Bruce Hltchner, director of tomorrow," said Hitchner.
the Center for International Pro"They have to make a bigger
grams at the University of Daycase, then they have to hope that
ton.
"What they're trying to do Is the American people accept that
reach out because they're in a that case is viable," he said.
rarif ied atmosphere," he said.
Ohio has a broad-based populaTo Bill Hall at Ohio State - the
tion, with businesses, union man who got the page late Friday
members, students and older res- afternoon saying "we need you to
idents. It Is neither strongly con- coordinate this" ~ the answer to
servative nor liberal.
"Why Ohio?" is a no-brainer.
Its cities are big enough that
"It's one of those places, when
residents "have to take the global
situation seriously" but not so you want to go out and touch the
large that, like Chicago, one city American people, it comes to the
dominates the state "like a huge top of the list," said Hall, assiselephant sitting in the land- tant vice president of student affairs.
scape," Hltchner said.

Sunscreen may not prevent skin cancer

•Summer 1998 and Fall 1998 Leasing!
•Summer leases starting at 6 weeks
•utilities included
'•space available immediately
, »no rent payments during school breaks
•semester leases
•close to campus
|«on-site laundry facility

Tight On Funds?
Split it With a Friend

FREE

White House tour to begin in Ohio

ing, since No. 15 and stronger
sunscreens have only been in
wide use since the mid 1980s.
Dr. Roger Ceilley of the University of Iowa, president of the
American Academy of Dermatology, said most of the people getting melanoma now were exposed long before they began using sunscreens.
"I personally think it very
likely reduces the risk of melanoma," said Ceilley. "I use it everyday and recommend it to my
patients."
Dr. Jounl Uitto of Thomas Jefferson University said most skin
specialists would agree.
"If you asked 100 dermatologists, 95 would say sunscreen
protects against melanoma, and
they counsel their patients that
way," Uitto said
Still, these doctors cautioned
against using sunscreen as an
excuse to bake in the sun. They
said people at high risk of melanoma should avoid prolonged sun
exposure, stay out of the midday
sun and wear hats and long-sleeve shirts.
Generally, dermatologists
agree with Berwick's contention

that genetic susceptibility is the
most important factor in melanoma. Her study, based on 1,200
people in Connecticut, found that
fair-skinned people who burn
easily are about six times more
likely than darker folks to get
melanoma. And people with
many moles have about six times
the risk of people with few of
them.
Among Berwick's points:
■ The belief that bad childhood sunburns trigger melanoma
may be wrong. Studies show that
only about half the people questioned repeatedly about blistering childhood burns consistently
give the same answer.
■ Many fair-skinned people
may be using sunscreens so they
can stay out In the sun longer
without getting burned.
Nevertheless, the excess sun exposure, even If it doesn't burn,
may increase their risk of melanoma.
■ Intermittent sun exposure,
such as the occasional trip to the
beach, may be more likely to
cause melanoma than more regular time in the sun.

Let R.E. MANAGEMENT point you in the
right direction. Stop in and check
out our listings for Summer and Fall
1998!
Campus Manor
701 Fourth St.
Rockledge Manor 640 Eighth St.
615 Second St.
315 N. Main St.
825 Third St.
841 Eight St.
313 N. Main
733 Manville
755 Manville
777 Manville

R.E. MANAGEMENT
113 Railroad St.

352-9302
(next to Kinko's)
Mon-Fri 8-5 Sat 10-2
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Federal judge throws out Veggie libel' case against Oprah
The Associated Press
AMARILLO, Texas - Without
explanation, a federal judge
ruled Tuesday that Texas
cattlemen don't have a case
against Oprah Winfrey based on
a state "veggie libel" law protecting perishable food products.
However, U.S. District Judge
Mary Lou Robinson did not throw
the case out as defendants had
requested. Jurors will return
Wednesday to hear the lawsuit as
a common-law business defamation case.

The case had been the first test
of the state's 1995 so-called
"veggie libel" law, designed to
protect food from false and defamatory statements. Twelve
other states have similar -laws,
but none has been tested in court.
Now the case becomes an ordinary business disparagement
trial. A major difference is that
cattlemen now have a heavier
burden of proof than they did
under "veggie libel."
It appears they must prove Ms.
Winfrey, her production company and a vegetarian activist

CADET

TAX

Continued from page one.

Continued from page one.

and faces trial later this year.
In separate police interviews,
Graham and Ms. Zamora gave
similar stories about driving
Miss Jones to a remote lake, saying Ms. Zamora hit the girl with a
barbell and Graham shot her as
she tried to flee.
Both said the slaying was to
appease Ms. Zamora, who was
enraged that Miss Jones and
Graham had sex once.
Defense attorneys tried to
portray Ms. Zamora as a polite,
ambitious, academic all-star who
became a victim of mental and
sexual abuse by Graham, whom
they described as manipulative
and domineering.
While admitting she was present when Miss Jones died, Ms.
Zamora testified that she did not
strike the girl and was horrified
when Graham pulled the trigger.
"We didn't talk about it much,
but I was supposed to take the
blame for everything," Ms. Zamora testified, explaining why
she mimicked his statement.
"The way we saw it, he still had a
future at the Air Force Academy
and mine was pretty much over."
A Juror who spoke to The Associated Press on condition of anonymity said much of the panel's
discussion was about a Texas law
that says any accomplice to a
crime must be charged as if he or
she had committed the crime.
"We felt she was an accessory,
but a lot of people felt like she
didn't commit a violent act or
commit a head injury," the juror
said. "Some felt she didn't deserve to do life in prison... but we
followed the judge's orders and
the law."

vatives and several Democrats
blocked a similar measure in the
form of a constitutional amendment by failing to provide the 60
votes needed for passage.
The bill, which passed in the
Senate Tuesday and in the House
last week, was not an amendment
to the Ohio Constitution, so only a
simple majority in the House and
Senate was necessary.
But opponents have promised
to sue to keep the tax increase off

PRICE
Continued from page one.
has started the past four games.

the ballot. They say the Legislature is misusing a 147-year provision in the state constitution to
get the tax increase before
voters
Attorney General Betty Montgomery has said the state's lawyers are confident the bill will
pass constitutional muster.
Other critics say the tax increase is unnecessary, arguing
that Ohio's robust economy could
produce enough revenue to fund
education.
House Speaker Jo Ann Da-

"It's a relief to know that we've
crossed over this first step in
getting it to the voters. I also understand there's a lot to do
ahead."
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$1 Miller bottles
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S1 Well Drinks
$1.50 Long Island
Ice Teas & Southpark
LADIES NIGHT
$1.50 Frozen
Margaritas

SAT
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Great Happy Hours
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Off-Campus Housing.
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All Night!
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"If you dont market it (cattle)
In a limited time frame, beef deteriorates," said Joe Coyne, who
represents cattleman Paul Engler.

f

All Night!

WBD:

Plaintiffs' attorneys shot back
that cattle are a perishable food
because the longer a cow is held,
the lower the quality of the meat.

Monday Tuesday <£
Wednesday Only!

jBat Or <S*U£

TUBS.:

'They have to go through another step in the chain - the
slaughterhouse," Babcock said.

Looking for a way
to get involved?
Want to impress
your future employer?'
Represent B.Q.S.U.
as a Tour Guide!!!
Applications will be available in 110 McFall
from February 16th through February 20th.
If you have any questions, call 372-9866.

"I'm interested in seeing how
many groups come on board in
support of this," said Davidson,
R-Reynoldsburg.

TrCT

could eat them."

cattlemen protects perishable
food products from knowingly
false and defamatory statements.
"Under the plaintiffs' theory,
any person in the United States
who owned a cow has a cause of
action," defense attorney
Charles Babcock said. "It creates
too much danger, too much risk
to people speaking about genetic
topics."
Babcock argued that cattle
feeders are the wrong people to
use the perishable food law because livestock aren't in that category "in the sense that people

vidson said even though the legislative work on the plan Is complete, another tough task remains: selling It to the voters.

Zwierlein said Price met with
about 500 University athletes on
Jan. 15 to share his experience.
"It was a very moving experience," Zwierlein said. "He
stressed that he was one of those
students that always thought, 'it
would never happen to me.' He
said that he was living proof it
could happen to anyone."

Ron Zwierlein, University athletic director, said the sentence
isn't expected to change Price's
playing status. He said Price remains on "probationary status"
with the team, meaning his actions are closely monitored, but
Scott Brown contributed to this
his playing status not necessarily
story.
affected.

I bedroom
Air Conditioning
Downtown

QQmftQS

Texas cattlemen argued the
guest on her April 16,1996, show
meant to hurt the beef industry. program on whether the British
Under the 1995 law, they only epidemic of mad cow disease was
had to prove knowingly false a concern for U.S. beef consumers caused cattle prices to
statements were made.
Ms. Robinson rilled after a day plunge. They said the show falseof arguments outside the pres- ly portrayed U.S. cattle as being
ent _■ of the jury over defense mo-at risk of mad cow disease, which
tions to end 'he trial. Her de- has never been detected in the
cision was not accompanied by a United States.
Robinson questioned attorneys
written order.
Lawyers for the talk show host outside the presence of the Jury,
had reiterated their stance that which was due back in court
statements made on the program Wednesday.
The defense attorneys said the
about dangerous foods didn't un1995 Texas law cited by the
fairly disparage U.S. beef.

&
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SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
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If you didn't sign up
for ROTC as a freshman
or sophomore, you can
catch up this summer by
attending Army ROTC
Camp Challenge, a paid
five-week course in
leadership.
Apply now! You'll

develop the leadership
skills and self-confidence you need to
succeed in college and
beyond. And you may
qualify for advanced
officer training when
you return to campus
next fall.
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Jacki Raterman:
BG's ace in the hole
□ BG center Jacki
Raterman is averaging
over 16 points a game to
anchor the middle of the
Falcons' offense.

BG's return
to glory just
piecesaway
Let's face it. It's been a long,
hard rookie season for BG
men's basketball coach Dan
Dakich and company. The Falcons' hardships, however,
have not been for lack of
effort.
Sure, there have been a few
blowouts, but more often than
not the losses the Falcons have
incurred have been heartbreakers. For a team as young
as the Falcons, both on and off
the bench, it has to be disheartening.
Anyone who says that the
1997-98 season has been a total
failure, however, is dead
wrong. This team has a future,
for once, that looks bright.
No one should be satisfied
with a 9-14 record with three
games to go in the season. Cynics are certain to claim that it
took an NBA prospect to get
BG out of mediocrity.
On the other hand, I say that
BG is two players away from
greatness - and one of them is
already on the bench.
In midseason, Dan Dakich
commented that his team was
not "overly talented." He said
this without the services of
Anthony Stacey at his disposal.
Commentators on WBGU's
weekly talk show On-Tbe-Llne
have also said that this team is
a team full of followers looking for a leader on the court.
Well....yeah. BG's two
leaders are confined to the
bench - one because he's the
coach, the other because he
has an injured foot.
In order for the Falcon's to
get back to the level they achieved last year, two things
must happen.
■ Stacey must get healthy.
By this I mean that Stacey
• See LEONARD, page seven.

By JASON McMAHON
The BG News

■G Ntwi Paata by Jenny Mania

Jacki Raterman has stepped into the Falcon lineup to give BG needed
punch in the middle. The junior is ranked in the top 15 in the nation in
field-goal percentage.

The Associated Press
NAGANO, Japan - The United
States won the first gold medal in
Olympic women's hockey, using
standout goaltendlng by Sarah
Tuetlng to end Canada's sevenyear reign as world champion.
After falling four times to Canada in championship games in
the 1990s, the U.S. team beat the
Canadians at their own game, 3-1
today, setting off a wild celebration.
Sticks and gloves flew skyward
as the U.S. team emptied the
bench and mobbed Tueting at the
buzzer. Defenseman Angela
Ruggiero skated the length of the
ice to grab the puck from the Ca-

nadian end, then threw her helmet in the air as alternate captain
Karyn Bye wrapped a flag
around herself.
NAGANO
It was the second time the
V'oc' Winter Games
Americans had defeated their
rivals in four days and gave the
(".retchen Ulion, frustrated on
United States its first Olympic
hockey gold medal since the one point-blank shot in the scoremen's team pulled off the Mira- less first period, made good 2
minutes into the second, taking
cle on Ice in 1980.
On Saturday, the United States Sandra Whyte's pass from the
rallied from a 4-1 third-period corner and slapping a shot from
deficit to win 7-4 in a game filled the right circle past Rheaume.
Danielle Goyette nearly tied
with penalties and skirmishes.
This time, there was less physi- the game on a breakaway at 7:47
cal play and more end-to-end ac- of the third, faking Tueting to her
tion as both Tueting and Canadi- knees. Goyette headed for the
an goalie Manon Rheaume traded open side of the net as Tueting
sprawled helplessly, but the Caoutstanding saves.

—^SPRINC BREAK
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U! IJJ.ll.Jil
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FOLLOW THE FALCON WOMEN
A5 THEY ROLL TOWARP A
MAC CHAMPIONSHIP

• See ACE, page seven.

on two power plays In the second
period.
Players from both teams behaved with much more composure. There were only eight penalty minutes for the U.S. team,
and six for Canada.
The most contentious moment
came in the first period when
Canada's Karen Nystrom tried to
dislodge the puck from under
Tueting and was shoved back by
U.S. defenseman Chris Bailey.
The Canadians, who beat the
United States in seven of 13 preOlympic games, didn't perform
as well as expected in Japan.
They looked sluggish and incon• See GOLD, page seven.

WOMEN'S L3ASKETL3ALL

airtime @ 6:40

BG Women's Basketball

VS.
MARSHALL
WEPNESPAY NIGHT
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(Too many to list)
Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes,
and Apartments

Stop into 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff!

354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)

nadian was sandwiched between
teammate Hayley Wlckenheiser
and U.S. defender Vickl Movsessian as the puck slid away.
Shelley Looney made it 2-0
midway through the third, deflecting Whyte's shot by
Rheaume.
Goyette finally scored with
401 to play to make it 2-1, but
then Whyte scored into an empty
net with 8 seconds remaining as
Tueting jumped into the air with
glee. Tueting finished with 22
saves.
The U.S. team, which took 30
minutes In penalties Saturday to
Canada's 18, worked on its penalty killing in practice Monday
and kept Canada without a shot

Charlotta and company try
to round up the Thundering Herd!
**>
MARSHALL
*<•>
vs
%?
%?
BOWLING GREEN

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

fount Hoirtmc

ment, less than two weeks away.
BG coach Jacl Clark says that
Raterman deserves all the credit
for her improvement, and added
that the Versailles native is much
more than a big body in the
middle.
"For a big person, she's got a
really good touch," Clark said.
"(She's) just a really hard-nosed
kind of kid who always works
really hard and puts the team
first all the time. She's the kind
of person that you love having on
your team."
Raterman's effect on the Falcons goes beyond her own stats.
With another weapon down on
the blocks, Jones has seen some
of the pressure lifted off of her
own shoulders and is enjoying
her best season ever.
"Now that Jacki has established herself, a lot of teams
don't triple-team and doubleteam me," Jones said. "If they do,
I feel comfortable and confident
that I can pass her the ball anywhere on the floor and she'll
make it.
"She really bails me out a lot."
Raterman is not a stereotypical
banger, though. As much as she
professes to love physical play,

USA captures first women's hockey gold

J FLORIDA e

0»»OiruNitr

There was something missing
in the Falcons' poker hand last
year.
The Bowling Green women's
basketball team had a pair of
aces in guard Sara Puthoff and
forward Charlotta Jones, both
all-conference performers. But
the hand wasn't quite good
enough.
Now, thanks to center Jacki
Raterman, the Falcons are playing three-card stud.
Raterman, a 6-foot junior, has
come into her own this season,
providing BG with a consistent,
and sometimes dominant, force
underneath the basket - a force
the Falcons lacked last season.
"She knows her role, but she's
added other dimensions to her
game," said Jones, Raterman's
frontcourt mate. "She's stepped
up and I think she's brought a lot
to the team that no one really ex-

pected."
No one really expected Raterman, who had only started 12 career games coming into the
season, to be averaging 16.1
points per game heading into the
Falcons' game against Marshall
tonight at Anderson Arena.
No one really expected her to
lead the Mid-American Conference in field-goal shooting (61
percent), or ranked in the top 15
In the nation in that category.
No one really expected her to
be among the MAC's leaders in
free-throw shooting (84 percent)
either, or for her to drop a career-high 31 points on Eastern
Michigan on Jan. 10.
Raterman's even surprised
herself.
"Really, I didn't expect everything that I'm doing," Raterman
said. "But I'm doing what the
team needs, and basically that's
all I'm trying to do.
"It's far exceeded my expectations. I never expected to come in
here and do this."
So far, it's worked out well for
Raterman and Co. The Falcons
(18-5 overall) are in the midst of
their best season in four years,
and at 13-2 in the MAC, they are
positioning themselves for a No.
2 seed in the conference tourna-

WE'RE ALMOST FULL!!!
Mid Am Manor
Charlestown Apartments &
Schmeltz Properties

95% OCCUPANCY FOR SUMMER
•all 2 bdrm units summer only
$800
75% OCCUPANCY FOR FALL '98
- 2 bdrm apartments start at
$440/mo. for up to 4 people...
NEW CARPET, LINOLEUM & PAINT
WE PAY FOR YOUR HEAT AND WATER!!!

DON'T MISS OUT!!! CALL NOW!!!
641 Third St. Apt. 4 BG
352-4380

The BG News
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ACE

Women's
BasketBall

Continued from page six.

Compiled by
BG Newi Spofti Writer Juoo McMihoo

she often strays out of the lane to
sink an assortment of outside
Coach Jaci Clark:
jumpers. She has even connected
"We're going to take it one game
on 5-of-9 shots from beyond the
at a time because that's all that
MARSHALL
3-point arc.
matters."
But her scoring ability was
SZSuSSi
something Clark never quesTonight* 7 p.m.
tioned.
Anderson Arena
Leading BG:
"When I watched her in high
Charlnita {ones
(18.8 ppg 18 rpg)
BG: 18-5 overall, 13-2 MAC
school," Clark said, "I knew she
Sara I'citholf
(16.9 ppg 2.3 spg)
MU: 7-17 overall, 3-11 MAC
could finish off shots and that's
Jacki
Ralhcrman
(16.1 ppg 5.0 rpg)
• BG survived a scare from
why I recruited her."
Marshall on Jan. 24,
Leading Marshall:
It was just a matter of time beprevailing 86-81.
Krishna Belenfeldt
(19.6 ppg 10.5 rpg)
fore Raterman took control of
Natal Rosko
(10.7 ppg 2.9 apg)
«••* WBGUIM I FU| TM SAW 1 Cfafl
Cindy McCauley
(8.5 ppg 4.3 rpg)
her own destiny. The watershed
moment may have come in late
January last season, when she
entered the starting lineup for
the first time.
And after a summer of "heart, Continued from page six.
dedication, work and effort," as
dal ceremony.
she says, Raterman stepped in to sistent in most games despite the
Bye led the way, fists clenched
give the Falcons a hand that has vastly inferior competition they over her head, then hugged capbeen nearly unbeatable.
and the Americans routinely tain Cammi Granato as their
"We didn't have to wait that face.
teammates lined up on either
long," Clark said. "She moved in
The Canadians were left to side of Tueting.
just at the right time. She could stand glumly on the ice with PinEach U.S. woman held hands
see that her turn was going to land, waiting while the U.S. while waiting for their gold mecome. She just made sure she players first went to their locker dals and held a small American
was ready for it."
room, then returned for the me- flag with her free hand.
<»■
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• Career highlight*
Singles and doubles
winners at Fall 1997
BGSU Invitational ...
singles record of 5319 at FHS
• Role Model: My
mom
• Hero/Idol: My
mom
• Favorite athlete:
Steve Yzrrman
• Favorite BG athlete: Tiffany LaSusa
• What I like beat
about BG: My
friends
• Post-college plans:
Hopefully to be working in a large
accounting firm In a
large city
• Worst place to
•hop: Kmart
• SportaCenter
highlight: Wuinhn;
the U.S. Open
•I'd like to be
stranded on a
desert island with:
The members of
Alpha Sigma Phi

Off
the

GOLD

Women's Basketball Standings
MAC
W

All
W

Pet.

EAST DIVISION
Kent
IS
0
1.000
Bowling Green
13
2
.866
Ohio
10
4
.714
Miami
8
7
.533
Akron
7
8
.466
Marshall
3
11
.214
WIST DIVISION
Toledo
12
3
.800
Central Michigan
6
8
.428
Ball State
6
9
.400
Eastern Michigan
4
11
.266
Western Michigan
2
12
.142
Northern Illinois
2
13
.133
Wednaday-i Game*
Akron at Kent
Marshall at Bowling Green
Central Michigan at Eastern Michigan
Ohio at Miami
Western Michigan at Toledo

6
5
9
12
IS
17

.739
.782
.590
.478
.423
.319

18
9
9
9
4
3

5
13
13
14
18
19

.782
.409
.409
.391
.181
.136

Sports Briefs

MAC
W
1

Clay claims MAC honors

Marshall
Tonight • 7p m
Henderson Center,
Huntington, W.Va

M&

BG: 9-14 overa I, 6-9 MAC
MU: 10-11 over II, 6-8 MAC
• BG loss will all but eliminate
them from MAC Tournament
Radio: WFOe

JAZZ NIGHT/]
19 and Over Every Night

507 ERST MERRY
0UER SLEEP? NO WORRY CAMPUS IS RCR0SS THE STREET
•Across from campus
•Large two bedroom
apartments
•Furnished
•Laundry facility in
building
•Extra storage
•Free water f> sewer
• 9012 month leases
auailable
•Off street parking

V*t*Q

Pet.

All
W

L

Pet.

14
11
10
12
9
4

9
14
12
11
14
18

.609
.440
.455
.522
.391
.182

18
17
15
14
9
4

5
5
8
9
14
18

.783
.773
.652
.609
.391
.182

Compiled by
SO Newt Sparta Writer Jim Tocco
Coach Dan Dakich:
"We just have to win. I'm not conserned about (the MAC Playoffs)."

©

NEWIPVE
Rentals

328 5. MRIN (OUR ONLY OFF ICE.

ii£

Vva'v

Leading BG:
Tony Reid
Dave EMerkamp
DeMar Moore

(11.3 ppg)
(13.1 ppg)
(127 ppg)

Leading MU:
Carlton King
Travis Young
Joda Burgess

(14.1 ppg)
(ll.9ppg)
(10.9 ppg)

-CORNSREAD
• COLLARD GREENS
- SWEET POTATOES
• SWEET POTATO PIE
- BANANA PUDDING
.RED BEANS
AND RICE

PRESENTS:

•* =

Rope:
Black Anthology
1998
THEATRE

Eva Marie Saint Theatre

February 20 and 21
8 p.m.
Tickets are $3.00
NO reservations accepted
Box Office opens at 7 p.m. prior to performance

i <s s u

mm.it
•J

IP

>■■ri«i

TO

* Iniramurals
John Henderson |
Senior
TCOM
Birthdate-.7/V5!
Upper Arlington \
Upper Aldington

as.

LEONARD
must be 100 percent by the first
day of training camp next season.
After a season without him, BG
fans fully appreciate the significance of Baby Berkley.
■ Dakich must recruit size.
This aspect is perhaps more important than Stacey's health. BG
hasn't had a quality big man since
Shane Kline-Ruminski graduated. Koen Rouwhorst and Dayon
Ninkovic were role players who
could occasionally shoot the
lights out, but could never consistantly be a threat. BG needs a
pure center. I mean a 6-foot-10,
250-pound bulldozer who can
plant himself at the low post and
not be moved.
I mean no offense to Kirk
Cowan and Javier Crespo. Both
are gutty, selfless players who
play their hearts out. Both men,
however, are square pegs in a
round hole.
Cowan is explosive and fear

less. He's also 6 feet 7 inches and
187 pounds -- dimensions better
suited for a small forward. Crespo's body type is better suited
for the post, but Javier is an
overachiever -- he just Isn't as
talented as the MAC'S best pivot
men.
Recruiting also needs to alleviate a critical problem for the
Falcons -- fatigue. BG has had to
play with eight players most of
the season, only seven of which
are consistent contributors.
Compare these numbers to last
season where BG often went
nine-deep into it's bench on any
given night, with players to
spare. The Falcons just can't play
at their top level when they've
got no option but to play 40
minutes each night.
BG will come around, it's just a
question of when. It will,
however, happen without finding
the next Antonio Daniels.
Although finding another Nate
Thurmond wouldn't hurt.

Sigma Kappa
UXKT

Kris Balasubramanian
Hope Beals
Staci Bishop
Emily Blackburn
Maria Delia Valle
Andrea Graves
Nanie Ingram
Patty Jackson
Julie McCann
Jen Meeker
Julianne Patterson

Marlie Rerucha
Beth Tretnik
Gail Vorhees
Leanna Warren
Michelle DeWitt*
Jordan Duffle'
Amanda Mack"
Melissa Musko*
Debbie Webster*
Amy Miskov*
* Denotes 4.0

Wednesday night
LIVE at Uptown
featuring

factkiC'd and

£ethwtgic3d
Wednesday, Ivbrucirv 18 at 10:1)0
FOR INFO CALL 354-2122 TOADLOAF PRODUCTIONS

iiir in

F QUNDE R_S
f

John
Henderson |

We are so proud of our sisters who
made the Dean's List...

FOUNDERS KEEPERS
FOOD COURT
FEBRUARY 19, 1998
11:30 AM-2.00PM AND
4:30-7:00PM
. BBQ BOS
• HOT WINGS
-BAKED FISH
• CORN
- MACARONI *
CHEESE

Elizabeth Ann
Wilson
Nickname:
Curlie
Sophomore
AccOUniing
Binhdaie:
1/16/78
Northville, Mich.
Farmington H.S.

Continued from page six.

BLACK HISTORY MONTH
Tonight:

• Tennis •

...

BO Nam Graphic by Stephana Schnsider

EAST DIVISION
Akron
10
5
.667
Kent
8
7
.533
Marshall
6
8
.429
Miami
6
9
.400
Bowling Green
6
9
.400
Ohio
2
12
.143
WEST DIVISION
Ball State
12
3
.800
Western Michigan
11
3
.786
Eastern Michigan
11
4
.733
Toledo
9
6
.600
Northern Illinois
S
10
.333
Western Michigan
.143
2
12
Wednesday's Games
Eastern Michigan at Central Michigan
Bowling Green at Marshall
Miami at Ohio
Toledo at Western Michigan

[^p Men's Basketball

Bowling Green sprinter Rah'Sheen Clay earned the MidAmerican Conference Athlete of the Week distinction after provisionally qualifying for Nationals in two events, setting a school
record in one of them.
Clay, a junior, won the 400-meter dash at the All-Ohio Championships in Kent on Saturday, provisionally qualifying for the
NCAA Championships with a time of 47.25 seconds. Clay broke
his own school record with a time of 21.04 in the 200-meter dash,
good for second place.

Dttklie

OleucnkandG.
Michael Gnh«m

Men's Basketball Stai uliiigs

Pet.

17
18
13
11
11
8

SportJ Writer!

Elizabeth
Wilson

• Sports played:
Every sport excepl
basketball
• Role model: My
father
• Hero/Idol:
Undecided
• Favorite athlete:
Barry Sanders
• Favorite BG athlete to watch: Kirk
Cowan
• Favorite board
game: Life
• Most Impressive
person I've met:
George Foreman
• Favorite toy as a
child: Gl Joe with a
kung fu grip
• SportsCenter
J
highlight: Dunking!
over my grandmother: she draws the
charge, bui she's nut
Injured
• I'd like to be
stranded on a
desert Island with:
Someone who had a
boat

o

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
ANNOUNCES THEIR HARD WORKING
STUDY SQUIRRELS FROM FALL:
••Kim Morrow
Tricia Gold
Angie Tajblik
••Julie Spreng
Sarah Wayne
Colleen Speno
•Mara Aman
Tracy Spears
Brooke Taylor
•Julie Kozma
K.irm Tallcy
Bui- Bockhorsl
•Meghann
Kime
Maggie Sloll
Andrea Dalion
•Carrie Cheuvroni
Jessie Meyer
Sue Juslen-McDonald
•Allison Barry
Beihany Gadfield
Michelle Schoenmeyer
•Kriscy Volkman
Sarah Quick
Jen Banoszek
•Thersea Sherry
Jen Zoul
Karin Lockwood
•Joey Lynn Parma
Rose Weber
Shelley Lewis
•Jana Meyer
Ali Trolta
Kim Krouser
•Laura Linek
Jackie Ktcim
Bcih Koscho
•Lisa Jessee
Missy Kimble
Kelly Grubola
•Dana Hampton
** denotes 4.0
• denotes Dean's List
Jen Babcoi

UPTOWN
Live Rock *n* Roll
See your favorite local
and regional bands
every Wednesday
Shows start at 10:00

Under 21 -$3
Over 21-$1

I
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The BG News
Brad Lowery
A musi lor the Young al Heart
had audiences roamg with laughter on
'Dal Comedy- Jam' and 'Showtime at (ha Apollo'Friday. Fab 20(h. 1906
7 00pm lanhart Grand Ballroom
12.00
Sponaarad by UAO
Ouaaboni? Call 372 7164

The BG News

HM

Classified
Ads

372-6977

The 2nd Annual USG Banquet to benefit
Danes Marathon. Cost I* 112 par person
which Includes meal (Cost Is buraarable)
Tha banquet will be Tuesday, Feb. 24th 9 7
pm. Dt. Rlbeau win be the guest speaker. It
interested e - m a 11
Rob pletru9bgnsl.boBU.adu or cad 372-1111 or
sign up on our office door 404 Student Services Reservation deadline la Wednesday,
Fab 1195 pm. Faculty are welcome!

Coma D Mardi Gras at the French House

TV BG S*"»»itl not Lftm>tngl> acccpl AdvcmtcmcnU

An imamational Cetebrason of Carnivals
6-11p.m. Thuraday February 26(h
Ticfcata ara S3 Bursarabk*
CaJ 372-2671 Border your acker

itdi'«kialot group on ihrnxi<i>f rate. •«». color. cfwJ.
rcliftoa. nauotvl origin, actual ormuiion. diMb>liiy,
(UUM u a ■cKran. or on the bout of any other tegall>
pnHAtcd MMM.

DssrJUieExienoerji

CAMPUS EVENTS

8* A Welcome Week LMM>
Gain valuable leader ship experience &
make a difference tor 1st yr students
Applications can be pickup up in

40S Sudani Sankaa
Due by Fabruary 27th at 5pm
Call 20*65 lor more into

IPCClub
RMum* Woklhop
ALL MAJORS WE LCOMf N
WMl Feb. 11
BA 1009© 7 00pm

* Support Dance Marathon *
Coma to Howard! tonight from 9 30-2am to
aaa Gypey Hake and Driftwood Whale1" 12.00
al ma door- 10 and over tonigni
• Support Dance Marathon •

Tha 2nd annual USG banquet to bane*
Dance Marathon. Coat la 112 par pereon
which Include* meal (Coat la buraarabta)
Tha banquet will be Tuesday. Fab. 24th 9 7
pm. Dr. Rlbeeu «» be the guest speaker II
Intereeted
e-mail
Rob
plelru©bgnet bgsu edu or call 372-8116 or
algn upon our office door-404 Student Services. Raaarvatlon deedkne Is Wedneeday
Fab. 1191 pm. Faculty ara welcome!

Eve's Bayou
Friday. February 10th. and
Saturday February 21 at
1:00 pm 4 11 00 pm
Olscamplll
12.00
Sponsored by Campus Flms
Oueetlons? Call 372-7114
LAW SOCIETY
Wad. Feb. 11
9:15pm Rm 117BA
Alsn Maybarry-Wood County Proa Attorney
Scholarship Appkcaiions
for Arts 1 Sciences students
avertable 205 Admin. Bldg
Application Deadline March 1.1MB

.•TTENTION

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS"
Tha 2nd annual USG Banquet to benefit
Danes Marathon will be on Tuesday, Fab.
24th 9 7 pm an the Grand Ballroom. Dead
line tor reservation la Feb. 119 9 pm. Coat
la 112 (buraarable) per pereon. The organization with the highest attendance vrlll
racshrs an award! For Into e-mail Rob pieIru9b91al.bfasu.edu or call the office at
2-1111 you can eleo sign up In the office
404 Student Services.
" Ssayouthsrsl "

A NIGHT OF FUN.
ANIGHT IN BG .
ONE LAST TIME..
WATCH FOR THE 'SIGNS'
Alpha XI • Chi O • Alpha XI • Chi O
Thanks to the Chi O's for a grsal rime at ths lea
last Thursday 1
Alpha XI ■ Chi O- Alpha XI- Chi O
ALPHA XI DELTA
Alpha XI Delta would like 10 congratulate Heirs
Emmert on her peering 10 Bobby Nismeti
ALPHA XI DELTA

ATTENTION SENIORS
Do your profeeaorsrsslly want you to have
svsry chancs you can gst to succeed 7

THIRD WISH
Folk Rock with high energy songs of faith
Wednesday. MArcfi 25th. 1991

Why don't you check to ass if IhsyVe
adopted you for the Beyond BG Senior
Challenge

9 oo p.m.
"ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS"
The 2nd Annual USG Banquet to Benefit
Dance Marathon will be on Tuaaday Fab.
24lh 9 7 pm In me Grand Ballroom. Dead
Une ear raaarvatlon la Feb. 119 1 pm. Coat
la 112 (BuraarabJe) par person The organisation wHh tha highest attendance win recieve an award! For Info e-mail Rob pietrua^bgnet.bgeu edu or call tha office at
2-1111 you can also sign up m tha office
404 Student Ssrvtesa.
"Ssayouthsrsl"
A NIGHT OF FUN.
ANrGHTWB.G..
ONE LAST TME..
WATCH FOR THE 'SIGNS'

Lanhart Grand Ballroom
t* 00 Bursar able
Ticket sales begin Mon Feb 16th. 199B
available in 330 Student Union
Sponsored by UAO

ATTENTION SM» MEMBERS! Meeting on
Wednesday Fab II, 700 pm 223 EPPC
Guaat speaker: David Greene Group Sales
Coordinator lor the Cleveland Cavaliers

Now members welcome!

PERSONALS

Attention el 19M Graduate.
Applications lor tie Beyond BG Scholarship
ara now avertable at trie
Mien Alumni Center. Financial Aid Office,
and tie office of Student Lira

III RUSH A Oil RUSH AOII HI
Come torn in the "Mardl Graa"tun
at tha AOII house on Thur. Fab. 19
#8 00 or 9 00 pm"
III RUSH AOII RUSH AOH HI

Beyond BG

BGSU Ski Team
Congratulations on a groat season
Woman: 1st place 9 Divisional 1 Overall

Man: 2nd place 9 Divisional*

SERVICES OFFERED

Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy Tests
Confidential and Canng
354 4673 BG Pregnancy Center

SOUTHSIDE CAR WASH

CAMPUS TANNING
1 month unlimited
130 352-7889

DELTA ZETA DZ DELTA ZETA
Congratulations DAYNA HLOSKA on your new
position for women lor woman studios
Love your DZ SISTERS
DELTA ZETA DZ DELTA ZETA
Congratulations to NIKKI HARTER on your
new position on the Housing Appeals Board
Lovs your DZ SISTERS

DELTA ZETA DZ DELTA ZETA
Congratulations MELISSA FULTON for bsrng
selected as a Rho Ot 1
Lovs your DZ SISTERS

FREE CASH QRANTSI
College Scholarships. Business. Medical bills.
Never Repay Toll Free 1 800 211 9000 E>t
G-2076
Hey BGSU I
Revenge is sweet
Kappa Delta Jail N Ba.1
Is coming, so it's payback
time! Gat ready tor ma
best bme youll ever have
behind bars II

993 S.

MAIN
(BEHIND LAUNDROMAT)
TOUCHLESS

&

Come join our team
Supporting Living Aaat $7.3«Vhr
Home car* workers A7 06-S7.36/hr
Habitation Aaat. *6.a&/hr.
Tha Anne Gredy corporation is seeking qualified applicants with a strong work efiic who
take pride m thew work. E rnployment opportunities include Supported Living Assi . full time.
pan time, and substitute. Home Care Workers
include: full-time, part-time, and substitute.
Support Living Asst provide assistance to
consumers with mental disabilities who live independently in tha Toledo area Habitation
Asst work directly with individuals who live in
the Anne Grady Center. Home Cora Workers
provide asst to individuals Irving in a group
home setting Experience with working with re
disabled, nursing home/home health experience is a plus. Supported Living Asst. and
Home Care Worker, applicants must be able to
work independently. Must have a good driving
record and proof of auto insurance; ability to
successfully complete CPR/First Aid certification. Tha Anne Grady Corporation offers a
pleasant work environment and excellent
benefits for full-time and part time employees,
including insurance benefits, paid vacation and
sick time, holiday ime, mileage reimburse
men). If interested, please come to the Anne
Grady Center to complete an appl-cation
Anna Grady Canter
1525 Mr Road
Holland, Ohio 43526
EOC

INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL OFFICALS
NEEDED. APPLY W 130 PERRY FIELD
HOUSE ANO PICK UP TAKE HOME TEST
BEFORE MARCH 3RD MUST ATTEND
MANDATORY CLsNC MA RCH4TH.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: CO-RE C
BOWLING MAR 3; MEN'S, WOMEN'S, & CO
REC VOLLEYBALL-MAR 4. ALL ENTRIES
DUE W 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE BY
4 OQPM ON DUE OATS
Now open SoulhSkJe Car Wash
993 8. MaMbtthlnd laundromat)
TUUL.IIS.— 4 Sort STU
We want to adopt I baby.
Four years ago we ware blessed with tha adoption of a beautiful boy. Today we hope to be
just as fortunate by locating a birth mother who
finds us to be the right family for her baby. My
husband and I are both artists and own our
own design business We work at home which
allows us tons of ime to be together. Our son
Tucker very much wants to be a big brother
and asked if ha could adopt the baby too To
speak to Tom or Deborah call.
l-aM-610 2555
Walp! Need nde to Spring Break. Any suitcase
size wil do. To hook up, meel me at
www.ebswim com"

WANTED

CRUISE SHIP A LAND-TOUR JOBS
Excellent benefits. World Travel. Ask us how"
517-324-3090 ext.CSS442.

i female rmmi needed June 1 si, 1996 thru May
3ist. 1999. Rent $170, Own room 352-7593
Megan or Batrna
^^_^^^_^_

Day Camp Director for Camp Crooked Arrow, a
summer day camp for children ages six to twelve. Must have excellent supennsiory and organizational skills, experience working with elementary-aged children tn an outdoor selling is
a must1 Degree preferred. Send resumes to:
University YMCA. 2066 Brookdaie Rd . Toledo
OH 43606,

1 or 2 rmts needed irnmad Best Apt m
BG downtown location $2S<Vmo . 2 floors.
hugerooms. (614)367-1474 Sun Wed
Female subleaser needed lor summer, M-.y
10-Aug 15. $216 per month. Own room in
house Please cal Jen at 3730056

FREET-SHRIT
♦ $1000
Credit Card fundraisers for
fraternities, sororities A groups
Any campus organization can
raise up up $1000 by earning a
whopping $5.00WISA application
Cal 1 800-932 0528 ext 65.
Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT.

Subieasar Summer: Own room, fum. or unfurn.
Air. washer & dryer, dose to campus A more'
Call Michelle for more into. 354-6696.

HELP WANTED

Ski hard or go home

DZ Delta Zeta DZ
Congratulations to Missy Fulton on being selected 1991 RhoCh.1 Well missyoul

NOW OPEN

CDiS A Speaal Ed Majors
I am looking for a responsible A caring individual to help administer a structured educational
program to my 6 yr old autistic son Call Barb
675 6841

DZ Delta /eta ut
Congratulations » Dayna Moska A Nikki Ha/
tor on being Mlecled Panhel delegates 10
Womyn for Womyn & Housing Appeals Boardi
You guys rock H

BEYOND BG

Ouasoons? Call 372-7164

S3* SPRING BREAK PACKAGE
Boardwalk Beach Resort
Panama City's Spring Break Headquarters
Only S30 per person, reanctrona apply.
1 100-2244853

Wednesday, February 18, 1998

SELF-SERVE

$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars.
Free information. Gall 410 347 14/5
375 COUNSELORS end INSTRUCTORS
needed! Coed aummer eampa In Pocono
Mountain., PA Lohlkan, 1-600-488-4321.
www.lc-hltian.com.
Assistant Camp Director for Camp Courageous, a residential summer camp for people
with mental retardation A developmental disabilities. Position is lrve-m. Candidates must
have excellent supervisory A problem solving
skills. Experience working with special populations required, degree preferred. New graduate* welcome Summer employment only.
Send resumes to University YMCA. 2066
Brookdakt Rd.. Toledo OH 43606

Home City Ice Company is now hiring tor these
positions Route Drivers. Production Stackers,
Truck Loaders. Competitive wages/flexible
schedules Locations throughout all of Oho
and Southeast Michigan Call for details at
1-6<W-o9»*070.
Kamikazes
Accepting appl (canons for bar help
153 E. Wooster between5-8pmonThurs. i9th
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
Work in the Great Outdoors
Forestry. Wiidiile Preserves. Concessionaires,
Firefighters. A more. Competitive wages A
benefits Aak us howl
517-324 3110 Ext. NS5441

Best Summer job m B.G.
Gam awesome salesVmarkaOng experience
for your resume Student publications it accepting applications for account executives to
sell yellow page advertising to area businesses Work iS-20 hours per week Position
runs from mid Apnl through July. Students earn
commission averaging $8$10 per hour. Must
have transporation Call Toby at 372-0430 for
more information, or stop by 204 West Hall for
an application.

Part-time secretary needed.
Year-round position
Computer skills required
Salary based on expertanoe
and credentials
Contact Pastor Janka.
Community of Christ Lutheran Church,
352-5101.

Student Pubficabons is accepting applications
for magazine advertising sales raps Gain valuable business to business sales expenence.
and earn great money. Reps will develop advertising programs tor campus daparirnenls
and area businesses while also prospecting for
new accounts The position requires 15-20
hours per week and runs from March thru
June. Candidates must be students and have
tranaportanon Cal Toby at 372-0*30 for more
information or stop by 204 West Hall for an appl .cation.
_^^
SUMMER Of A LIFETIME''
If you enjoy hanging out with kids, the outdoors, and just plain having fun, we're Ihe
place lor you. Timber Lake/Tyler Hill Camps
are looking for general counselors, speciality
staff in athletics, crafts, waterfront, outdoor adventure, theatre and more TOP SALARIES A
TRAVEL ALLOWANCE" Please cal us tor an
on-campus interview to be held on March 3rd.
(800) 828-CAMP or check us out on the web at
www campilc com.
Television Model Wanted
TAS Electronics A Fox 36 is looking for that
Speaal ktmale to represent TAS Electronics
throughout 1906 In addition to a regular ap
pe ara nee on television the choosen TAS Girt
will win a 1906 VW Jena for 2 years A a tnp tor
2 to Cancunl There are 3 available dales to
qualify Cal TAS Electronics for more mfo.
867-7788

Wood County Gang Task Force/Youth violence) Prevention Program position available
20hrsArk at $7 00mr. High School diploma
Own transportation Application from Prosecuting Attorney's Office. 354 9250 Inquiries, ask
for Phil. Fill position by end of March.

FOR SALE
1/2 carat marquis diamond.
$900 OBO Call Paul al 353-0377
81 Chevy Citation Good condition $600 OBO

3S2-222S.
Guitar Gear
Marshall Valvestate 100 Head and 4x12
cab $900
Gvabon 1867 Legend, SS. CCB. w case $700
Fender 2x 12 Upright, stereo speaker

cab $250
SEIZED CARS from $175. Porches. Cadillacs.
Chevys, BMW's. Corvettes
Also Jeeps.
4WDs. Your Araa. Toll Free 1-600-218-9000
Ext. A- 2076 for current listings.
■91 Pontiac Grand Am
Black 2 door wall maintained 56000 miles.
$4300 or best ofler. 353-6500 or
4HM 23-3310.

FOR RENT
* Houses and Apartments '
211 Rsso St. ■ SrS students
321 Marry IB ■ 6 bdrm apt.
311 A 316 E Merry - 2 bdrm apis
309 1/2 E Merry Rooms » more
353-0325

2 Bdrm apt. dose to campus aaOO/monrh plus
slsctric May-August 352-9437
2 bdrm. house. Available May 1st. 12 mo.
lease J525/mo S01 6th St Can 655 3084

2-bdrm (34 Scott Hamilton A/C avail. May
MM .emu. Other untie avail. Aug. AVAIL
r»CrWerf»«5.J». paid 383430a

"Lemmon And Matthau Are A National Treasure."

Dupleiesmousss lor aa.-gg school year.
EM.. 1 »26drm.-1to3a»nanu
12 month leases only
Slavs Smith 352-8917 (no calls after 8pm)

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 Third St.
Excellent 1 BRA 2 BR units.
Fully fum., AC. reasonable rents A
Close to campus Yrly. or ach.yr. lease
Check us out bstore you lease.

MMuat) Unique Together Complelsl
RUSH DELTA ZETA
Fro more mlo. call Jennifer 9 2-4800

Call 352-4966
or stop by apt. 810.

C<#4^1
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"GOOD COOK1N'COWBOY STYLE"

Large & Small Houses
Still Available

OOLBLECOMM

211 E. Reed St - 3 bedroom
311/316 E. Merry St. Apts
9 payment lease, fum.,A/C
300 btock of E. Merry as low
as $420 a month
321 E. Merry St. B - 6 bedrooms
And also several other Apts.
Also Rooms
Listing avail. 24hrs

352-8424

Office 316 E. Merry #3
or call 353-0325

FALL 1998 LEASING
Come sign up today!

UNITS GOING FAST!

•
•
•
•

Ridge Manor Apartments
Frazee Ave. Apartments
East Merry Ave. Apartments (522 Full)
Field Manor Apartments

228 SOUTH COUEGE
el block from campus
s| bOrm opts
e FREE gas heat, mater, sewer
ewosher/dryer In bldg.

• 3 bedroom/2baths
• Furnished
• Close to Campus
Unitm«49-72 Newly Remodeled tor Fall 1998 A/C, New
Carpet, and fireplaces

507 EAST MERRY
e2 bdrm. furn. apts.
e ACIOSS STREET from Campus
e FREE water & sewer
ewasher/dryer in bldg.
824 SIXTH
•2 bdrm. apts.
eFREE gas heat, water, sewer
ewasher/ dryer In bldg.

Newly Constructed for Fall "1998
3 Bedroom. Furnished. A/C & Fireplaces

Mercer Manor Apartments
One of BG's Newest Complexes
3 bedrooms/2 full baths. A/C. Fireplaces, &Microwaves

Mon.-Fri. (9 a.m. - 5 p.m.)
Saturday (9 a.m. - I p.m.)

328 S Main
(our otiltj office)

(903, 907,915,921,929, 935 Thurstin)

808 Frazee Avenue

Hours:

RENTALS

309 HIGH
e 2 bdrm. apts.
efitEE gas heat, water, sewer
eclose to Campus
ewosher/dryer in bldg.

Columbia Court Apartment.

Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717
224 E. Wooster

r

BowJln«Gre«n|OIM3402

Ww

GREENBRIAR. INC.

Houses. 1 8 2 bdrm. turn apts lor 98 99
achool year. Call 352-7454.

NEWLOVE REALTY

709 FOUHTH
e2 bdrm. furn. apts.
•Z car garage
eExtra Storage room
etarge wood deck
ewasher/dryer In bldg.

Fall 1998 Lists Now Available

Airing the rest
of February ft
continued into March on
Channels 55AM

843 SIXTH
e2 bdrm. unfurn. apts.
e2 baths
•Dishwashers
ewasher/dryer in bldg.

MniUBcmcnt Inc.

NEW
142 bdrm. Close to campus.
710 N. Enterprise (Heinz-Site
Apt*.) Rents start at 375/mo. +
utlls, 2 bdrm includes washer &
dryer. Call for Info 353-5800.

MBIlsgcinrnl Inc.
1&2bdrm. 1082 Falrvlew
Ave. (Hillsdale ApU)unique
floor designs, vaulted
ceilings, washer/dryer hookup in the 2 bdrm. Rents
start at 350/mo + uIils.For
more Info call 353-5800.

One bedroom apt. close to campus. Call
354-8817.
SutXsasers needed lor 9899 school year
Fos Run Apts. e7S0Vmonth 8 utilities, furnished. Cell 354-0241.

HKHL^ND

MANAGEMENT
130 E. VHshinpon Sura. Bowling Green. Ohio

419 354-6036

MsasgcnKnl Inc.

Tha Highlands - Graduate
housing. One bedroom . Laundry
facilities in building. A/C, Quiet!
From $4107mo. For more info, call
354-6036

Studio Apts. 215 E. Poe
Rd.(Evergreen Apt*.)
Laundry on site. One
person starts at 230/mo
♦ Utils are included. For
more Into call 353-5800

Jay-Mar Apta. Quiet housing.
Spacious, laundry facilities in
building, A/C, Gas heat. Start at
$510/mo. 12-mo lease.
Call 354-6036 for a showing.

Management Inc.
1 bdrm. 215 E. Poe Rd.
(Evergreen Apia.) Very
spacious, laundry on site.
Rent starts at 340/mo+elec.
For more Info call 353-5800

sAfEa*»CA

Management Inc.

830 4th Street is now leasing
for next year. 1 bdrm dose to
campus gas/heat/AC. Starting
at340/mo.
Muiia|jrincnt Inc.

NEWLOVE REALTY JS~TS
Rentals: 352-5b20

IIOHIBB lor Rsnt: Tha following houses are lor
rant lor 98-99 school year. All 12 mo. leases.
tenants spy al uti.. sec dap., parental guarantee rsq. no pets
1. 734 Elm-Large 3 BR, 2 bath house, avail.
8/16/98 Rsnt 1780/mo. collsctsd quarterly.
W/D hookup Phone 352 0840 ask tenants 10
view.
2. 730 Elm 2 BR. 2 bath house, avail.
5/15/98 Rsnt tSIO/mo. collected quarterly
Phone 354-6595 ask tenants tovMMr
For Information or to sign a lease, contact
Arbor Enlerprlaee at 354-2884. Locally
owned and managed.

For complete list atop by
our office at 1045 N. Main
or Call 353-5800

Tha Homestead - Graduate
Housing One and two bedroom,
A/C, on-site laundry, ceramic tile,
soundproof construction, dishwashers, skylights, vaulted
ceilings. 354-6036.
Additional Sites to Choose trom:
LIBERTY STREET, THE FARM,
SUMMIT HILL.

Weil lake care of you. Best
price, well maintained, privacy
and deadbolt security large
apartments. 24-hr Maintenance

HIGHLAND
MANAGEMENT

